
PROFILES OF TRUE SPIRITUALITY
Part 14



Introduction

Today we come full circle in our consideration of what it means to be 
made in the imago Dei (the image of God). In Part 12 of this series, we 
considered what it means that we are created as God’s image, “a 
personal being in self-conscious spiritual fellowship with his Maker” 
(Henry). In Part 13, we studied the effects of the Fall on the Divine 
image, and I argued that the most significant phrase that best describes 
what happened to us as a result of Adam and Eve’s rebellion and sin 
against God is CATASTROPHIC PERSONALITY SHOCK, given to us by the late 
Christian intellectual, Carl F.H. Henry. Frances Schaeffer put it this way: 
“Man in the present life is divided in his personality. Since the Fall there 
is no truly healthy person in his body, and there is no completely
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Introduction

balanced person psychologically. The result of the Fall spoils us as a unit 
and in all our parts.” Henry again: “It fractured human existence with a 
devastating fault.”
The good news of the gospel is that we are still God’s image and that 
we are becoming more and more like Jesus Christ. Paul wrote to the 
Ephesians and the Colossians about this wonderful reality. “Be renewed 
in the spirit of your mind, and put on the new self, which in the 
likeness of God has been created in righteousness and holiness of the 
truth” (Eph. 4:23-24). “You have put on the new self who is being 
renewed to a true knowledge according to the image of the One who 
created him” (Col. 3:10).
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Introduction

If we concluded our discussion of the imago Dei at this point, we would 
entirely miss the end of the story. Recognizing that there are many who 
embrace contrary views regarding the end of human life – annihilation, 
soul sleep, purgatory, or reincarnation – God’s self-disclosure in the 
Scriptures assures us that His redeemed people, made in His image, are 
immortal and continue to live on in eternity with Christ, in perfect bliss, 
forever and ever without end. 
This truth leads us, then, to consider the biblical teaching on death and 
what happens to the imago Dei (to us!) when, as the Psalmist 
categorically affirms, our days “are soon gone, and we fly away” (Ps. 
90:10). What hope does God offer to us in His Word? 
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Job’s Question

“If a man dies, shall he live again?”
Job 14:14

1793 Engraving by William Blake



“He has put eternity into man’s heart.”
- Ecclesiastes 3:11



Keil and Delitzsch

“The author means to say that God has not only assigned to each 
individually his appointed place in history, thereby bringing to the 
consciousness of man the fact of his being conditioned, but that He has 
also established in man an impulse leading him beyond that which is 
temporal toward the eternal; it lies in his nature not to be contented 
with the temporal, but to break through the limits which it draws 
around him, to escape from the bondage and the disquietude within 
which he is held, and amid the ceaseless changes of time to console 
himself by directing his thoughts to eternity.”
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Things To Come
Who Are We?



Dichotomy & Trichotomy

• Dichotomy: From the Greek, dichotomos, cut in half, divided equally.
• Dichotomists claim that man consists of body and soul.
• Trichotomy: From the Greek, tricha, which means “threefold, in three 

parts, and tomia, cutting; thus, division into three.
• Trichotomists believe that man consists of body, soul, and spirit. 

“Though this has been a common view in popular evangelical Bible 
teaching, there are few scholarly defenses of it today” (Wayne 
Grudem).

• “Scripture does not address such questions, nor does it ever reflect 
specifically on the nature of spirit, soul, or body or the relations 
between them” (John Frame).
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Scriptural Terms

“We find words like sarx (“flesh”), soma
(“body”), psyche (“soul”), pneuma (“spirit”), 
nous (“mind”), kardia (“heart”), zoe (“life”), 
bios (“life”), suneidesis (“conscience”), sunesis
(“understanding”), dianoia 
(“understanding”), splanchna (“bowels”), 
chros (“skin”), not to mention verbs 
describing various bodily and mental actions 
and states.”

Vern S. Poythress
1946 -
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Dichotomy: Body and Soul

• “Then the Lord God formed the man of the dust from the ground and 
breathed into his nostrils the breath of life, and the man became a 
living creature” (Gen. 2:7).

• “And do not fear those who kill the body, but are unable to kill the 
soul; but rather fear Him who is able to destroy both soul and body in 
hell” (Mt. 10:28).

• “…man is going to his eternal home, and the mourners go about the 
streets – before the silver cord is snapped, or the golden bowl is 
broken, or the pitcher is shattered at the fountain, or the wheel is 
broken at the cistern, and the dust returns to the earth as it was, and 
the spirit returns to God who gave it” (Eccl. 12:5b-7).



Dichotomy: Body and Soul

• “We are of good courage, I say, and prefer rather to be absent from 
the body and to be at home with the Lord” (II Cor. 5:8). No interval.

• “For to me, to live is Christ, and to die is gain. But if I am to live on in 
the flesh, this will mean fruitful labor for me; and I do not know 
which to choose. But I am hard pressed from both directions, having 
the desire to depart and be with Christ, for that is very much better; 
yet to remain on in the flesh is more necessary for your sake” (Phil. 
1:21-24).

• “…I saw underneath the altar the souls of those who had been slain 
because of the word of God, and because of the testimony which 
they had maintained” (Rev. 6:9).



Westminster Assembly

Convened in Westminster, England from July 1, 1643 - February 22, 1648
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The Westminster Confession of Faith

“The bodies of men after death return to dust, and see corruption; but 
their souls (which neither die nor sleep), having an immortal 
subsistence, immediately return to God who gave them. The souls of 
the righteous, being then made perfect in holiness, are received into 
the highest heavens, where they behold the face of God in light and 
glory, waiting for the full redemption of their bodies; and the souls of 
the wicked are cast into hell, where they remain in torments and utter 
darkness, reserved to the judgment of the great day. Besides these two 
places for souls separated from their bodies, the Scripture 
acknowledges none” (Chapter 32, Section 1).



Conscious Activity After Death

• The reappearance of Samuel in a conscious state: “And she said, ‘An 
old man is coming up, and he is wrapped in a robe.’ And Saul knew 
that it was Samuel, and he bowed with his face to the ground and 
paid homage. Then Samuel said to Saul, ‘Why have you disturbed me 
by bringing me up?’” (I Sam. 28:7-20).

• The transfiguration of Christ: “And behold, Moses and Elijah 
appeared to them, talking with them” (Mt. 17:3).

• The thief on the cross: “And He said to him, ‘Truly I say to you, today 
you shall be with Me in Paradise’” (Lk. 23:43).



Conscious Activity After Death

• The parable of the Rich Man and Lazarus: “And in Hades he lifted up 
his eyes, being in torments, and saw Abraham far away, and Lazarus 
in his bosom. And he cried out and said, ‘Father Abraham, have mercy 
on me, and send Lazarus, that he may dip the tip of his finger in water 
and cool off my tongue; for I am in agony in this flame’” (Lk. 16:19-
31).



The Body After Death

“We know that when the soul leaves it, 
the body is resolved into its original 
chemical elements, which are gradually 
incorporated with the shifting currents of 
matter on the surface of the Earth. The 
Scriptures teach us, however, that, in spite 
of this flux of their material constituents, 
the real identity of our bodies is 
preserved; and that, as members of Christ, 
all that is essential to them will be 
ultimately preserved and brought to a 
glorious resurrection.” A.A. Hodge

1823 - 1886



The Intermediate State
Between Death and the Final Resurrection



Why The Interest in Dichotomy & Trichotomy?

• Because people are concerned about the intermediate state. (What 
happens to us between death and the final resurrection when Christ 
returns?)

• When a person dies, he is immediately with Christ (Phil. 1:23), or he is 
in torment (Lk. 16:23). He is also in the grave. 

• Many say that the body is in the grave, but his soul is in heaven or 
hell. 

• However, body, soul, and spirit are not metaphysical components of 
man. Each refers to the whole person from a particular perspective.
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The Intermediate State: A Summary

• Death ends our existence on Earth, but not our existence.
• Death consists of a temporary separation between the body and soul.
• Christians are immediately made perfect in holiness (immediate 

sanctification) because of Jesus’ death on the cross for their sins.
• We will live in the presence of Christ for all eternity.
• We will remain fully “conscious, active, and happy” (A.A. Hodge). 

“The spiritual part of us relocates to a conscious existence in Heaven” 
(Randy Alcorn). 

• Our souls and bodies will remain separate until the final resurrection.
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John M. Frame

“To say that a person’s spirit or soul is in heaven is simply to say that 
he, the person, is there. And to say that his body is in the grave is to say 
that he, the person, is there. It seems paradoxical to put it this way, but 
in Scripture it is not a material part of the person that lies in the grave; 
rather, it is the person. It is the person who returns to the dust (Gen. 
3:19). While in the grave, Lazarus was Lazarus (John 11:43). Jesus was 
Jesus (Matt. 28:6). Jesus says, ‘An hour is coming when all who are in 
the tombs will hear his voice’ (John 5:28). So the bodies in the tombs 
are people, not former parts of people that have been discarded. It is 
not, then a material part of the person who goes to the tomb; it is the 
person.”
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John M. Frame

“Similarly, Scripture never says that the immaterial parts of us (our 
souls or spirits) go to heaven or hell. Rather, we go there. The other 
Lazarus, the one of Luke 16, went to Abraham’s side, while the rich 
man who despised him in life went to Hades (vs. 23). The rich man also 
‘was buried’ (vs. 22). So the rich man had a dual existence. He was 
really in the tomb, and he was also, really, somewhere else, in torment. 
Lazarus also had a dual existence: he was in the grave, and he was with 
Abraham.
“How can a person be in two places at once? I don’t know. But that’s 
the way Scripture presents the matter….In God’s time, this paradox will 
be removed.”
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Imago Dei
Can We Trust the Genesis Account?



Genesis: Myth or Truth

“If the Genesis creation account supplies us only with a myth, and not 
with revealed truth, then it is merely another interesting literary turn in 
the mythology of a comparatively primitive people, and its importance 
is limited to a few learned scholars, whether historians, anthropologists 
or comparative religionists, interested in fragments of literature from 
remote ages. If Scripture matters only because it reflects the myth of a 
particular covenant-community, or only because its special form of a 
given myth has been more influential than others, then no case can be 
made for saying anything decisive in the Genesis imago-passage. If, on 
the other hand, Genesis is a distinctive revelation of truth, it is an 
enormously significant disclosure of the mind and will of God and of



Genesis: Myth or Truth

the Creator’s purpose for man in relation to the universe. If the imago-
passage carries an authoritative message it can do so only if it 
expresses transcendent divine revelation. But one can hardly support 
this latter claim on the thesis that all religious assertions are mythical in 
form and content, however much one distinguishes between the ideas 
of competitive myths. Mythology encompasses as many absolutes as 
myths, and anyone who simply lumps the biblical representation with 
all others as mythical forfeits any basis for differentiating between 
them in respect to truth (emphasis added).”

- Carl F.H. Henry



“Who shall separate us from the love of Christ? Shall tribulation, or distress, or persecution, or 
famine, or nakedness, or peril, or sword?....For I am convinced that neither death, nor life, nor 
angels, nor principalities, nor things present, nor things to come, nor powers, nor height, nor 
depth, nor any other created thing, shall be able to separate us from the love of God, which is 
in Christ Jesus our Lord” (Rom. 8:38-39).



Conclusion
C.S. Lewis and Saint Augustine



Our Longing For Happiness & Security

“Our Father refreshes us on the 
journey with some pleasant inns, 
but will not encourage us to mistake 
them for home.”

C.S. Lewis
1898 - 1963
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In Heaven With Christ

We shall rest and we shall see;
We shall see and we shall love;
We shall love and we shall praise.
Behold, what shall be in the end
Shall never end.

Saint Augustine
A.D. 354 - 430
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